Functional and anatomic relationship between cholinergic neurons in the median preoptic nucleus and the supraoptic cells.
The median preoptic nucleus (MePO) has been suggested to be an important area in the brain for the regulation of vasopressin (VP) release under the condition of osmotic stimulation. Fos immunoreactivity (Fos-ir), choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) immunoreactivity and retrograde labeling with fluoro-gold were used in this study to determine whether cholinergic neurons in the MePO can be activated by hypertonic NaCl, and to characterize the specific MePO cells that have anatomic projections to the supraoptic nuclei (SON). The results showed that c-fos expression specifically induced by hypertonic NaCl was found in the ChAT cells of the MePO. A retrograde tracing experiment demonstrated that the MePO neurons projecting to the SON were cholinergic. In addition, hypertonic saline-induced Fos-ir was colocalized with the MePO neurons back labeled with fluoro-gold from the SON. Together, these data provide evidence that the MePO cholinergic neurons are activated by osmotic stimulation, and suggest that cholinergic cells in the MePO are functionally important in the control of the SON neurons under the condition of hypertonic stimulation.